MyLO Instructions for Enrolling in and Completing Animal Ethics Training

2. Once you have logged into MyLO you can enrol in the unit by following the ‘Enrol in non-award units by clicking this link’ at the top half of the page
3. Once you have clicked the link use the ‘search’ bar available and type in ‘Animal Ethics’
4. Once you have pressed enter the Animal Ethics Training module should pop up as the result

5. Click on the unit and then select Log In to enrol
6. Tick that you agree to the Terms of Service and Privacy Policy and press ‘Enrol’ and following this ‘Launch Unit’.

7. The unit will be available immediately and shortly after following these steps you will receive a confirmation email that you have successfully enrolled in ‘Animal Ethics Training’.

8. To work through the training material click the ‘Content’ option, which will take you to the training material and accompanying quiz.

If you have any questions please contact 6226 6236 or animal.ethics@utas.edu.au